Meet Your Maker

Roger Quested
Hidden away on a Devon industrial estate is a renowned studio monitor
company. GEORGE SHILLING goes on a quest to meet the team, and fires
a few questions at Roger Quested

T

he journey of Roger Quested’s studio
monitor brand has been something of a
rocky road with regards to the business
side of things. Then, two years ago,
Roger’s house caught fire. But somehow, at 74,
Mr. Quested — and Quested Monitoring
Systems — has probably never been in a better
place, with the company’s monitors being heard
and revered by an increasing cohort of
discerning studio professionals.
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This cottage industry strives to use the best
British components as often as possible, and
historically, the tried-and-tested designs have
not suffered any unnecessary revisions or
tweaks. The V2108 has been Quested’s bestselling speaker in various incarnations for
around 30 years.
“Everyone who works with Hans Zimmer
buys them, so he’s our best salesman!” says
Roger. After some difficult business situations

over the years, relatively new partner Stuart
Down is perhaps the first shareholder to
attempt to do an even better job than Hans
Zimmer of marketing these world-class
products. And excitingly, new designs are in
development — which promise much. Roger’s
incredible genius and experience, with help
from the small but reliable and knowledgeable
team, make new products a hotly anticipated
prospect.
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Everyone who works with Hans Zimmer
buys them, so he’s our best salesman!

/ Roger’s business partner, Stuart Down — a veteran of
XTA, MC2 and L-Acoustics in the live sound sector

As a child, Roger was fascinated by his dad’s
radiogram; built by a family friend it included
Celestion speakers. Roger upgraded it with a
new microgroove-compatible record deck,
Armstrong tuner-amplifier, and in his early
teens built his first surround system. He found
old elliptical TV speakers, bought cardboard
tubing and cut it at a suitable angle, glued the
speakers on, then hung them from the picture
rail, pointing in various directions. He reminisces
that Sandy Nelson’s Let There Be Drums
“sounded amazing”! Landing a job at Olympic
Studios, Quested’s first session was tapeopping for the recording of Jumping Jack Flash,
and the first album he worked on was Led
Zeppelin’s debut.
He went on to engineer sessions for the
likes of Pink Floyd, Paul Simon, Cat Stevens,
The Kinks, Rick Springfield, Camel, John
Denver, Olivia Newton-John, Johnny Hallyday

and Sacha Distel. He managed Morgan Studios
for 11 years and it became one of the most
successful studios in the world, with four
albums in the US Top 20 at one time, all
entirely recorded at the Willesden complex.
In those days, says Quested: “Almost
everyone used dual concentric Tannoys as
monitors. When Studio 3 was built with a bigger
control room, and tastes in music demanded
more bass, the Tannoys couldn’t quite cut it.”

Jolly big loudspeakers

More powerful JBLs were brought in, but
Quested found it impossible to balance using
them. Following a move to DJM Studios, Roger
looked around for a replacement for the TAD
system there. Roger settled on Tannoys as the
basis of the system, with the idea of adding
bass drivers to extend the range and power.
Gauss drivers were popular and were employed
for the bass units, then at a hi-fi show Roger
heard some Proacs and was impressed,
particularly by their ATC midrange drivers.
Acquiring some larger versions of those, new
monitors were built by Roger between sessions.
Recording engineer Louis Austin heard them
and thought they were fantastic. He asked

Roger to construct similar ones for Nick Sykes
who was building Rooster Studios. They
became the first official Quested sale;
wonderfully, they are still in situ, and still used.
When they were installed, Sykes was
interviewed for an article in Resolution’s
ancestor Studio Sound, and beforehand he
pestered Roger to decide what brand name he
should quote when it came to talking about the
monitors. Roger promised to call him back but
never did. So, thinking on his feet Sykes told the
interviewer that they were ‘Quested’. And so
the company name was born. Roger officially
founded Quested Monitoring Systems in
December 1984. Subsequent units were initially
built in the corridor at DJM. Another early sale
went to Manfred Mann, who loved his demo
pair with 15” bass drivers, but wanted a bigger
system.
Roger bluffed that he would supply them
with the “export” version, and built a speaker
with four 12” bass drivers. This turned out to be
even better and the Q412 soon became a
standard model, still in production today.
Following the demise of DJM, it was time for
Quested to go it alone. He took studio bookings
manager Hazel with him to premises in
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/ The Quested range on display in its demo room

Glasshouse Street, Soho. Hazel’s husband had a
factory in Southall where the cabinets were
built, and Roger would bolt the drivers and
crossovers in. The company later moved to
more suitable premises in Fulham.

AKG

Never particularly interested in the business
side of things, Roger came to an arrangement
to sell the company to AKG. AKG were then
bought by Harmann and Roger wanted out, so
in partnership with a handful of other investors,
the company was sold with Roger owning 20%.
Unfortunately things didn’t go well. In order to
compete with the likes of Genelec’s 1030, a new
model, the F11 was designed with a moulded
cabinet. Problems with the moulding meant a
second mould had to be produced at vast
expense, by which time Genelec had released a
cheaper successor to their model. It just wasn’t
what Quested was geared-up to do. It then
transpired that a dealer in the USA owed
Quested something in the region of £70,000
with no prospect of its recovery.

MC2

Quested had latterly been supplying Yamaha
power amplifiers with his monitors but had
more recently been incorporating amplification
from Devon-based manufacturer MC2. He
approached them and they bought out the
other shareholders, becoming the majority
owner of Quested. The operation relocated to
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I love it here, it’s the reason I got into this
stuff in the first place. You’re meeting people
who are driven by passion.
Honiton. However, things didn’t progress as well
as had been hoped, with MC2 pursuing a
merger with XTA, leaving Quested treading
water. There were still big projects and
customers like Hans Zimmer, but no real drive
or ambition to market the business and no
reinvestment. Roger bought back some of the
shares and found a new partner. The factory
moved three doors down so as to separate
from MC2 but still made use of its amplifiers.
However, once again the business relationship
was sub-optimal.

Get down and boogie

Then in 2016 along came Stuart Down who
bought out Roger’s previous partner. Down
had, at one time, been part of MC2’s sales team
and is a long time fan of Quested. Down had
moved to XTA, which then merged back with
MC2, and then he spent 10 years at L-Acoustics.
However, he had become disillusioned with the
live sound scene. His ongoing affection for
Quested led him to putting his money into
where his heart lay.

Stuart felt that the brand was underexploited and could be marketed rather better.
Now, with his vision for the company and his
unbounded enthusiasm, the company is
arguably in the best shape it has ever been in.
Says Stuart, “I love it here, it’s the reason I got
into this stuff in the first place. You’re meeting
people who are driven by passion. For music,
live sound is also full of passionate people, but it
is more about audience coverage, geometry,
SPL targets and so on. At times if felt more like
hiring out JCBs. But here it’s about really
understanding what people are looking for;
what their room is, what their taste is.”
Stuart has brought the company up to date
with social media, and while there is a network
of international distribution channels (which
Stuart feels is very important), he is exploring a
hybrid approach where there is more direct
contact with purchasers.

Teamwork

The hard work of building the monitors is
mainly carried out by Oliver Shortland — he is
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If a speaker
sounds right now,
it’s going to sound
right next year.
the production manager but as Down is quick
to point out “much more than that”. Shortland
joined Quested in 2006, works very closely with
Roger on R&D, and is also now a company
shareholder. When it comes to construction, he
is ably assisted by Connor Mosley. Kathryn
Wilkerson is the HR and accounts manager.
And that is pretty much it — a close-knit team
of just five.
One thing that Quested sees as setting itself
apart is its policy of buying local components in.
Bass drivers are from another British cottage
industry, the geographically close Volt
Loudspeakers, with designs by David Lyth, who
also helps with passive crossover circuits.
Amplifiers still come from MC2. Small tweeters
were previously from the Morel factory in
Ipswich, but following closure are now imported.
Some Quested models have been in
production for many years. “If a speaker sounds
right now, it’s going to sound right next year,”
muses Roger. The naming/numbering system
follows Roger’s no-nonsense approach: for
example, the best selling V2108 is a two-way
system with one 8” bass driver. The huge soffit
Q212 and Q412 main monitors have two or four
12” bass drivers.

It’s only a demo

A few hundred yards around the corner from
the factory, Quested has acquired another
industrial unit including the office, board room
and a newly set up demo room. The latter was
still under construction at the time of
Resolution’s visit, but we were able to audition
several sets of monitors in a suitable
environment — a service that Stuart is hoping
will increasingly benefit the company. As well as
demos for visiting clients, the plan is to host
presentations and launches for dealers. Roger
was keen to show us a prototype VQ3110; “This
is going to be the world’s most accurate
loudspeaker,” he told us modestly. And then
gently backed up his claim with a few
explanations. Alongside the VQ3110 an
additional subwoofer option has been designed
based on a passive radiator that enables
incredibly accurate bass extension down to
15Hz +/-0.25dB.
There is also a rumour of a version of the
VQ3110 with the passive sub included in the
same box in order to appeal to the Asian
market. Residential hi-fi customers in the region
love an authentically British designed and
constructed loudspeaker, and currently
Quested’s passive HQ210 is their most popular
model. We also saw the forthcoming VQ3108

/ Ollie Shortland, hard at work

aimed at the pro studio user, and the
remarkable little V2104 active speakers — as
used by the Royal Opera House.
As well as Hans Zimmer, notable studio
customers include Trevor Horn, who has been a
Quested user for many years. Systems have
been purchased by Abbey Road and Hansa
Studios, and at London’s award-winning RAK
Studios, Q212FS large format free-standing
monitors were installed in 2019. Other happy
customers come from the international
broadcast community including NHK in Japan,
South African Broadcast, RTL in Luxembourg,
and Singapore Media Corp.

Honesty is the best policy

Stuart says the company has been busier than
ever since lockdown started in March last year.
“It’s mostly spares, people who have damaged
things but only now got round to sorting it out.
Some users have tried something else and
moved to another monitor and used them for
some time, but having replaced the drivers in
their 2108s are back using them again. Many
new monitor designs sound impressive, but
they don’t have the honesty of Questeds.”
Another recent development driven by
Stuart has been the push to build up more
stock, rather than keep customers waiting
several weeks for standard items. But while
Down would welcome more sales, there is no
desire for world domination and box-shifting.
“It’s got to stay true to what it’s about, not mass
manufacture and off-shoring production — I
have no ambition to do that.”
Stuart intends for the brand to continue
“long after I’m gone. It stands for something
and is really important, the way we do things. I
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don’t subscribe to the tons of DSP in a cabinet
method. I’ve heard them — they sound good,
and that’s what they were doing in the live
arena. But there’s an artefact, an unnatural
sound. Our user base are a professional bunch,
a lot of them are musicians too, and they want
that musicality as well as accuracy, and the
tuning that Roger does has that balance.”
Quested’s website invites you to “explore the
best kept secret in audio”. Let’s hope enough
people keep discovering this secret in order to
keep this national treasure going on well into
the future.
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